
Light but powerful, the Trend T3
router is not only a suitable
starting point for those

woodworkers new to routing, but
offers the precision and ease of use
required for many fine detailing and
finishing applications. Fitted with a
550 watt motor and electronic
variable speed control, the T3 router

is ideal for all general light duty
applications around the

home and workshop,
not only on
wood, but many
involving the use of plastics,
laminates and other materials.
For safe keeping and storage, together
with its accessories and router

router

The Trend T3 router can be used for light
duty routing applications, including edge
moulding, rebating, trimming and template
work.  The standard TBC base configuration
allows the T3 to be fitted to most Trend jigs
and accessories. 

For template routing, a 16mm diameter guide
bush is supplied with the T3 router.  Other
diameter guide bushes are available from the
standard Trend range, allowing the T3 to be
used with jigs such as the DJ300 dovetail jig. 

The body of the T3 router can be detached
from the base unit to allow the T3 to be used
as a hand-held carving or die grinding tool,
using multi-flute burrs or grindstones.  Do not
use standard router cutters for these
applications.

T3
The Trend T3 is a light duty

plunge router specifically
designed for the hobbyist or

home craftsman
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Accessories supplied with the T3 router
include a side-fence, dust extraction adaptor, a
16mm guide bush and 2 extra collets, a 6.3mm
collet fitted to router and 6mm and 8mm
alternatives. A spindle/body lock spanner is
included as well as the collet nut spanner.

For fast repetitive applications, the T3 is fitted
with a three-stage turret stop and graduated
depth-gauge rod. The T3 will also accept
optional accessories from the Trend T5
router range, such as the fine height adjuster.

The smooth plunge action on the T3 can
be locked at the required cutting depth
using the positive action lever lock.
The cutting speed can be pre-set between
8000 and 24000rpm using the step-less
dial on top of the router body. IP

The dust extraction
port is easily fitted
by first separating
the router body
from the base. The
cutter is also fitted
before re-assembly.
The dust extraction
port will take a
35mm diameter
extraction hose or
adaptor.

The Trend T3 router is
recommended for
cutters up to 30mm
diameter. Three
alternative size collets
are supplied to allow
cutter shank diameters
of 6mm, 6.3mm and
8mm to be used.

Protected in a plastic carrying case, this
value twelve piece set contains a range of
the most widely used cutters for both
decorative as well as constructional
woodworking. The set contains
two straight cutters of 6.3mm
and 12.7mm diameter, a 3.2mm
radius cove cutter, a V-groove
cutter and a dovetail cutter.
Seven bearing guided cutters
are included, two rounding over
cutters of 6.3mm and 9.5mm
radius, a 45° chamfer cutter, a
12mm diameter flush trimming
cutter, a 6.3mm radius edge cove
cutter, rebate cutter and a decorative
ogee moulding cutter. The set is available
with either 1/4 inch or 8mm diameter shanks.
SET/SS8 ______________£19.95
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cutter set ROUTING
KIT

Includes: T3EK Router ______£39.95
SS8 Cutter Set ____£19.95

KIT/T3/SS8

£54.95
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